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TY,  it’s a real pleasure to present our work on peroxisomal disorders.
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In our lab, we are pursuing basic approaches in model systems and clinical studies and 
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-Peroxisomes form from evolutionarily conserved machinery.-Peroxisomal biogenesis begins with ER derived lipid bilayer which requires several genes, we will focus on PEX16-Preperoxisomal vesicles then incorporate additional proteins and PEX2 is one of the proteins involved in import-After import of the enzymes peroxisomes perform their biochemical function, they metabolize VLCFAs, synthesize plasmalogens and detoxify a number of other components.  -Mature peroxisomes can undergo fission and the dynamics of peroxisomes in different conditions is another important area and I will discuss DNM1L.  -Now we know that there are essentially different classes of diseases, disease in which biochemical functions are altered and diseases in which biogenesis is lost.  Autosomal recessive biogenesis defects are known as biogenesis disorders or Zellweger syndrome spectrrum.  
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Enzyme import is also a complex process
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Peroxisomal Biogenesis disorders (PBD) 
are a clinical spectrum of disease

Disease Severity
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Biogenesis disorders have been noted to fall along a clinical spectrum withmore severe patients exhibiting dymorphic features, enlarged fontanelles, liver and spleen enlargement, intractable seizures, polymicrogyria and other migration defectsOther patients present in infancy an exhibit leukodystrophy, feeding problems severe hypotonia.  Finally other patients can exhibit intellectual disability, pigmentary retinopathy and hearing loss.  There is a biochemical correlation and molecular between phenotype severity and degree of biochemical defect, degree of molecular aberration.  



Understanding PBD Pathogenesis as a 
step towards new treatments

• How do the documented biochemical 
abnormalities (e.g. VLCFA accumulation, 
plasmalogen deficiency) cause the different 
manifestations of disease?

• What other biochemical pathways are altered 
when peroxisomes are not functioning?

• What genes impact peroxisomal function besides 
the biogenesis machinery?  
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Indeed PBD pathogenesis 
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We’ve taken an integrative approach to these questions as a medical geneticist we evaluate patients, we perform genomic sequencing, we identify candidate genes.  One of the challenges of sequencing is that many variants are identified but the functional impact is not known so we apply metabolomics and model systems to understand functional impact and then from there we hope to provide molecular diagnosis and new dz mechanism.  I’m going to talk about published and unpublished work that we have on-exome sequening in diagnosis-Drosophila models in understanding genes and variants-Metabolomics
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In first part of my talk I’ll give you a sample of how exome sequencing is changing diagnosis for these disorders
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We’ve used Drosophila for two major areas in addition to working with Jim



Drosophila melanogaster (fruit fly) is an excellent 
model organism to study biology and disease
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Over the last decade, Drosophila has become a key 
model organism for human disease research

…Cost effectiveness, short lifecycle, sophisticated genetic technology, 
publically available resources, a wealth of information on basic biology etc.
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In order to begin to address this I joined Hugo Bellen’s lab which has excellent experience and success in using Drosophila for neurobiology.   and I chose to work on Drosophila because 2 fly as model has been responsible for numerous contributions to genetics and development and neuroscience for over 100 years.  Flies are also cost-effective, have a short lifecycle, the tools to manipulate the genome are unrivaled and …more recently Drosophila has become an important model system in the study of human diseases.  



Integrating human and fly genomic screens
to identify novel disease mechanisms
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We’ve been working within a larger context of a functional pipeline in which we utilize Drosophila to understand gene function



Genetic tools for the study of 
peroxisomal biogenesis in Drosophila
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We used transposable elements in the fly to gather and generated loss of function and deletion alleles in these genes.  For each experimental strain we generated mutant genotypes for experimentation and also rescued those mutant genotypes by having rescue strains in which we’ve introduced a genomic transgene to rescue the mutant in the same genetic background. FIRST WANTED TO KNOW WHAT PEROXISOMES LOOKED LIKE IN THESE MUTANTS



Peroxisomal
loss in pex2 and 
pex16 mutants

Wangler et al. 2017 PLOS Genetics

What about peroxisomal function?
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Flies have peroxisomes in all tissues and they are particularly visible in the larval salivary gland where we can see these organelles.  fly peroxisomal mutants lack peroxisomes which we visualize here in Drosophila salivary gland0.3 squar microns



Functional peroxisomal deficit and accumulation 
of VLCFA in peroxisomal mutants

What is the phenotype?
Wangler et al. 2017 PLOS Genetics
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We also observe that the fly mutants which I group all in red have accumulation of very long chain fatty acids consistent with a functional deficit.  And there is a significant accumulation amongst adult flies compared to larvae.  



Reduced survival in peroxisomal mutants

What about their activity?  

Wangler et al. 2017 PLOS Genetics
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Peroxisomal mutant flies are viable but they have a shortened lifespan, they have locomotor deficits which can be seen here in flight and bang sensitivity.  



Reduced activity level in peroxisomal mutants

Drosophila activity monitoring (DAM) assay Wangler et al. 2017 PLOS Genetics
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So after we observed these phenotypes we were confident that we had flies that had biogenesis defects, biochemical alterations, and we wanted to capitalize on the fact that we can study metabolism in flies and we can grow large numbers for analysis.  So we performed untargeted metabolic profiling.  



Untargeted Metabolomic Profiling 
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Baylor clinical laboratory has recently launched a clinical test called global MAPS. Ordered by physicians.



The fly “pex metabolome”

Untargeted Metabolomics on 5000 two-day old flies for the 10 genotypes
Wangler et al. 2017 PLOS Genetics
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FIX LEGEND_____We observed changes across many pathways, lipids but also carbohydrate and energy metabolism pathways were altered. 



Drosophila peroxisomal mutants have 
altered lipids

Fatty acid metabolism pathways that are known to be peroxisomal

What about non-peroxisomal pathways?  
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Some of the analytes that we saw which were increased were not surprising given the role of peroxisomes in fat metabolism.  



Purine and phospholipid alterations



Unanticipated glucose metabolism 
defect in peroxisomal mutants
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However, we saw unanticipated problems in glucose metabolism with reduced glycolytic intermediates, reduced glycogen and changes in pentose phosphate.  



Phenotypic evidence for altered sugar 
metabolism in fly peroxisomal mutants

Carbohydrate metabolism is not well studied in PBD, yet fly mutants have shortened 
lifespan and increased activity on low sugar food

Could carbohydrate metabolism be altered in vertebrate models?  
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When we saw this we studied our flies and found that the peroxisomal mutants are sensitive to starvation, they have a short lifespan on low sugar food and they have an increase in their activity level on the low sugar compared to medium sugar consistnet with a foraging behavior.  This suggests that sugar intake is modifying the phenotype in the fly peroxisomal mutants.  
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Finally I’d like to tell you how metabolomics is becoming part of our work on PBD



“Global MAPS” in PBD

• Collected 19 plasma samples from PBD patients 
in a 3-4 hour period- spun and froze plasma 
immediately.  

• KKI lab performed quantitative assays for 
Pipecolic acid, VLCFA, lipid profile, plasmalogens
through KKI

• Same samples BCM MGL performed untargeted 
metabolomic profiling (Miller et al 2015) 



Targeted biochemical testing performed concurrently with metabolomics 

The biochemical correlates of 
peroxisomal disorder study at BCM



The PBD-ZSD Metabolome



Consistently Altered Metabolites in PBD-ZSD



Attenuation of Metabolic Changes with Age



Metabolic Changes In Subjects under 10 years



Metabolic Changes In Subjects over 10 years



Plasma Sphingomyelin is reduced in PBD-ZSD



Plasma Sphingomyelin reductions 
in PBD-ZSD

• Nine sphingomyelin species are dramatically 
reduced in the PBD-ZSD metabolome

• The pattern is rare, seen in only 21 of 1011 
clinical samples from patients with suspected 
metabolic dz outside of our study
– Amongst these one subsequently diagnosed 

with D-bifunctional protein deficiency
– Potential for novel sphingomyelin biomarkers 

for PBD-ZSD



What are the Mechanisms of 
Sphingomyelin reductions in PBD-ZSD

• Defective lipid transport has been observed in 
PBD-ZSD and may underly plasma 
sphingomyelin reductions

• Inability to metabolize longer chain sphigolipids
could cause a secondary defect in sphingolipid
synthesis
– Increased ratios of long carbon chain 

phospholipids: short and medium chain have 
been observed in PBD-ZSD fibroblasts and 
mouse models



Drosophila brain PE-ceramides (analogous to 
sphingomyelin) in flies are reduced 

Chain length distribution is altered in PE_ceramides in Drosophila models



Changing Diagnostic Landscape of PBD



Implications for PBD-ZSD Therapeutics

• Next-generation sequencing and metabolomics are 
powerful “untargeted” diagnostic tools that are 
changing the landscape of PBD

• Drosophila is a powerful model system for 
understanding peroxisomal metabolism in vivo

• Plasma Sphingomyelin reductions are observed in 
PBD-ZSD and are a potential novel biomarker 
which should be studied in treatment trials



Family Support



Family Support
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So my work in Drosophila aimed at understanding these diseases and more broadly Mendelian phenotypes has led in three major directions which I’ll discuss.  
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